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Akvizicija podataka i merenja



Akvizicija podataka i merenja

• Tipovi signala
• Senzori, kondicioniranje
• Hardver za akviziciju podataka
• Opseg, rezolucija, razlučivost
• Povezivanje izvora i instrumenta
• Semplovanje, Nyquest-ova teorema.



Uvod
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Senzor Signal Kond. A/D Softver

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of a Data Acquisition system is to measure a physical phenomenon such as light, temperature, pressure, sound, etc.  The building blocks of a Data Acquisition system are as follows: Transducer Signal Signal Conditioning eXtensions for Instrumentation (SCXI) Data Acquisition (DAQ) device Driver level and application level softwareThese five building blocks allow you to bring the physical phenomena you want to measure into your computer for analysis and presentation.  In the following pages, we will discuss each one of these blocks individually to give you knowledge of each building block, and how they fit together to make up your Data Acquisition system. 



Senzor

Senzor pretvara fizički signal u 
električni, pogodan za merenje 

i obradu
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of a transducer is to convert a physical phenomena (light, temperature, pressure, sound, etc.) into a measurable electrical signal, such as voltage or current.



Signali

• Tipovi signala
• Diskretni signal, digitalni signali su oblik diskretnih signala
• Analogni signal

• Informacija koju prenosi signal
• Diskretni signal: stanje, brzina promene
• Analogni signal: amplituda, talasni oblik, frekvencija
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Presentation Notes
With the help of a transducer we have converted a physical phenomena (light, temperature, pressure, sound, etc.) into a signal.  Not all signals are measured in the same manner, so we will need to learn how to categorize our signal as one of  two types: Digital AnalogOnce we have categorized our signal we need to figure out what type of information we want out of that signal.  The possible types of information we can obtain from a signal are: State  Rate Level Shape FrequencyThe next section will discuss all five types of information that can be obtained from a signal and give real world examples.Note:  Our discussion of signals assumes that we are acquiring the signal.  However, most of the points apply to generating a signal as well.  The only exception being that you don’t need to do analysis to generate a signal with a specific frequency.



Tipovi signala

Signali

AnalogniDigitalni (diskretni)
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Presentation Notes
A signal can fall into one of two categories: Digital AnalogNext we will see what makes a signal either digital or analog.  We will also see how the distinction of either digital or analog affects the way we will measure our signal.



• Dva nivoa
– Visoki (2 - 5 V)
– Niski (0 - 0.8 V)

• Dva tipa informacije:
– Stanje
– Brzina promene (bit-rate)

Digitalni signali

Digitalni signal

Signal
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Presentation Notes
A digital signal has only two possible states: ON or OFF.  ON is also called high logic and OFF is also called low logic.  Digital signals are often referred to as a TTL (Transistor-to-Transistor Logic) signal.  The specifications for a TTL signal state that a voltage level between 0 - 0.8 Volts it is considered low logic, and a voltage level between 2 - 5 Volts is considered high logic.  Most digital devices in industry accept a TTL compatible signal.Since a digital signal only has two states, we can only measure two quantities of a digital signal: state or rate.  The following pages will discuss measuring state and rate as well as give some real world examples of both.  



Digital Signal Information

Digitalni signal

Signal
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Presentation Notes
As we learned earlier, we can measure two quantities of a digital signal: state or rate.  We will discuss these options one by one.StateA digital signal only has two possible states: ON or OFF.  Thus one of the quantities of a digital signal we can measure is whether the state is ON or OFF.RateA digital signal also changes state with respect to time.  Therefore, the other quantity of a digital signal we can measure is the rate, or in other words how the digital signal changes states with respect to time.



Analogni signali

Analogni signal

Analog
Kontinualni signal

• Može imati bilo koju 
vrednost u vremenu

Tri osobine:

• amplituda
• oblik
• frekvencija
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Presentation Notes
Unlike a digital signal, an analog signal can be at any voltage level with respect to time.  Since an analog signal can be at any state at any time, the physical quantities we want to measure differ from those of a digital signal.  We can measure the level, shape, or frequency of an analog signal.  



Analogni signali

Analogni signal

Analog

Analysis
Required
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As we just learned, we can measure three quantities of an analog signal: level, shape, and frequency.  We will go through these options one by one.LevelMeasuring the level of an analog signal is similar to measuring the state of a digital signal.  The only difference is that an analog signal can be at any voltage state, whereas a digital signal can only be at one of two states.  ShapeBecause analog signals can be at any state with respect to time, the shape of the signal is often important.  For instance, a sine wave has a different shape than a sawtooth wave.  Measuring the shape of a signal opens the door to further analysis on the signal itself such as peak values, slope, integration, etc.FrequencyMeasuring the frequency of an analog signal is similar to measuring the rate of a digital signal.  However, you cannot directly measure the frequency of an analog signal.  Software analysis of the signal is required to extract the frequency information.  The analysis is usually done by an algorithm called a Fourier Transform. 



Kondicioniranje signala

• Kondicioniranje signala prilagođava signal 
osobinama akvizicionog sistema

• Kondicioniranje nije uvek neophodno
• Zavisi od vrste signala

Noisy, Low-Level Signal Filtered, Amplified Signal
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Kondicioniranje

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we learned in our discussion of transducers, most transducers need some sort of external hardware in order to perform their job.  For instance, RTD’s need excitation current, and strain gauges need a configuration of resistors called a Wheatstone bridge.  In addition to needing external hardware, not all transducers produce a perfect voltage for our Data Acquisition device to measure.  The signal from the transducer could be noisy, or if could be too small or too large for the range of our DAQ device.  For instance, thermocouples, strain gauges, and microphones all produce a voltage in the millivolt range making it hard to detect changes in the signal.Most transducers need some form of signal conditioning whether it is to provide an excitation current or to turn the signal from the transducer into one that can be easily measured by a DAQ device.  We will now discuss some common types of signal conditioning and their uses.



Pojačanje

• Neophodno kod signala sa malom amplitudom (npr. termopar)

• Povećava opseg A/D konvertora i preciznost merenja

• Povećava odnos signal-šum (SNR)
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Instrument

ADCV1

Senzor Pojačavač

Šum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amplification is a way of increasing a signal from a transducer that is too small for your DAQ device to accurately measure.  A common example is a thermocouple.  Thermocouples output a voltage in the millivolt range.  If you were to send the signal from your thermocouple straight to your DAQ device, it is feasible that a change of a degree or two in temperature would not be detected by your system.  However, if we amplify the signal we will be measuring a signal that is better suited to the range of our DAQ device.  Your signal can either be amplified on the DAQ device or externally.  The problem with amplifying the signal on the DAQ device is that we also amplify the noise the signal has picked up on its way to the DAQ device.  In order to minimize the amount of noise that is amplified it is best to place the amplifier as close to the signal source as possible.  Thus it is usually best to use some form of external amplification.  As we will see next, we can show the benefit of external amplification with an index called the Signal to Noise Ratio.        



Filtriranje

• Filtriranjem se uklanjaju visokofrekventne (niskofrekventne) 
komponente signala koji se meri

• Potrebno je prilagoditi signal propusnom opsegu instrumenta 
(akvizicionog sistema)

• Odstranjuje se šum i smetnje koje su van opsega signala koji 
se meri
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Presentation Notes
Amplification is a way of increasing a signal from a transducer that is too small for your DAQ device to accurately measure.  A common example is a thermocouple.  Thermocouples output a voltage in the millivolt range.  If you were to send the signal from your thermocouple straight to your DAQ device, it is feasible that a change of a degree or two in temperature would not be detected by your system.  However, if we amplify the signal we will be measuring a signal that is better suited to the range of our DAQ device.  Your signal can either be amplified on the DAQ device or externally.  The problem with amplifying the signal on the DAQ device is that we also amplify the noise the signal has picked up on its way to the DAQ device.  In order to minimize the amount of noise that is amplified it is best to place the amplifier as close to the signal source as possible.  Thus it is usually best to use some form of external amplification.  As we will see next, we can show the benefit of external amplification with an index called the Signal to Noise Ratio.        



Hardver za akviziciju podataka

DAQ uređaj omogućuje realizaciju sistema 
za merenje i automatizaciju merenja 
baziranu na personalnom računaru

Computer

Signal

DAQ Device

Terminal blok -
konektor

Kabl
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Presentation Notes
Now that we have converted a physical phenomena into a measurable signal (with or without signal conditioning), we need to acquire that signal.  To do this we will need a terminal block, a cable, a Data Acquisition device, and a computer.  By using this combination of hardware, we can transform a standard computer into a measurement and automation system.  Next we will discuss each piece of our data acquisition system in more detail.



Terminal blok i kablovi

Signal

• Terminal 
Block

Kabl

• Terminal blok i kablovi sprovode signale 
do određenih pinova na akvizicionom 
uređaju

• Terminal blok i kablovi mogu imati veliki 
broj pinova (najčešće 68)

50 pin konektor
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Terminal BlockThe purpose of a terminal block is to provide a place to connect your signals.  A terminal block consists of screw terminals for connecting your signals and a connector for attaching a cable to connect the terminal block to your DAQ device.  Terminal blocks can either have 100, 68, or 50 screw terminals.  The choice between the three will depend mostly on the board, but it can also depend on how many signals you are measuring.  For instance, terminal blocks with 68 screw terminals offer more ground terminals to connect your signal to than one with 50 screw terminals.  Having more ground pins prevents the need to overlap wires to reach a ground terminal which can cause interference between the signals.  The pinout for a 50-pin terminal block is shown above.  Terminal blocks can also be either shielded or non-shielded.  Shielded terminal blocks offer better protection against noise.  Some terminal blocks have extra features such as cold-junction compensation that is necessary to properly measure a thermocouple.  CableThe purpose of a cable is to transport your signal from the terminal block to your DAQ device.  Cables come in a variety of 100, 68, or 50 pin configurations.  Choosing a configuration will depend on the terminal block and the DAQ device you are using.  Cables are either shielded or non-shilded (ribbon).To learn more about specific types of terminal blocks and cables check out the Data Acquisition section of the National Instruments catalog, or go to www.ni.com/catalog.



Akvizicioni uređaj

Computer
DAQ Device

• Većina akvizicionih
uređaja ima:

• Analogne ulaze
• Analogne izlaze
• Digitalne I/O
• Brojače

• Specijalizovani uređaji postoje za specifične namene
• Brzi digitalni I/O
• Za generisanje signala visokih frekvencija
• Akvizicija promenljivih signala (vibracije, zvuk)

• Povezuje se preko nekog interfejsa
• Kompatibilni sa 

• PCI, PXI/CompactPCI, ISA/AT, PCMCIA, USB
1.0/2.0/3.0, 1394/Firewire, LAN/WLAN
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Most DAQ devices have four standard elements: Analog Input, Analog Ouput, Digital I/O, and Counters.  The most common National Instruments DAQ devices are called the E-Series.  A typical E-Series device consists of 16 analog input channels, 2 analog output channels, 8 digital lines, and 2 counters.  We also offer specialty devices for applications where an E-Series board is not applicable.  For instance, we have high speed digital devices that offer timed digital I/O, high speed analog output devices for advanced waveform generation, and Dynamic Signal Acquisition (DSA) devices for doing analysis of rapidly changing signals such as vibration, or sonar.All DAQ devices use the PC as a platform.  The signal you have measure with your DAQ device can be transferred to the computer through a variety of different bus structures.  For instance, you could have a DAQ device that plugs into the PCI bus of your PC, you could have a DAQ device connected to the PCMCIA socket of your laptop, you could have a DAQ device connected to the USB port of your computer, or you could use the PXI/CompactPCI form factor to have a portable, versatile, and rugged measurement system. To learn more about specific types of Data Acquisition devices check out the Data Acquisition section of the National Instruments catalog, or go to www.ni.com/catalog.



Konfiguracija

• Analogni ulazi
• rezolucija
• opseg
• Pojačanje
• Način akvizicije (diferencijalno, RSE, or NRSE)

• Analogni izlazi
• Interni i eksterni referentni napon
• Bipolarni i unipolarni
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Presentation Notes
Now that we have learned the different components of a DAQ device, we will focus on aspects of our analog input and analog output circuitry that will affect how we configure our DAQ device.  Specific to analog input we will discuss the resolution and range of our Analog-to-Digital Converter; the gain applied by the instrumentation amplifier; combining the resolution, range, and gain to calculate a property called the code width, and the mode of our DAQ device.  Specific to analog output we will discuss the choice between an internal versus an external voltage reference, and how this affects the range of the Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), as well as the choice between generating a bipolar versus unipolar signal.



Rezolucija

• Rezolucija može imati dva značenja:
- Predstavlja najmanju vrednost signala (fizičke veličine) koju 

instrument može da registruje.
- Broj bitova A/D konvertora kojim se predstavlja signal

• r – rezolucija, N – broj nivoa

• Povećanjem rezolucije signala se povećava i preciznost merenja
N = 2r
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As we learned earlier an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) takes an analog signal and turns it into a binary number.  Therefore, each binary number from the ADC represents a certain voltage level.  The ADC returns the highest possible level without going over the actual voltage level of the analog signal. Resolution refers to the number of binary levels the ADC can use to represent a signal. To figure out the number of binary levels available based on the resolution you simply take 2Resolution.  Therefore, the higher the resolution, the more levels you will have to represent your signal.  For instance, an ADC with 3-bit resolution can measure 23 or 8 voltage levels, while an ADC with 12-bit resolution can measure 212 or 4096 voltage levels.  Even though ADCs are not made with only 3-bit resolution let us further examine our example of a 3-bit ADC.  The lowest voltage level will correspond to 000, the next highest to 001, and so on all the way up to 111.  As we will see next this is usually not enough resolution to properly represent a signal.
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– sinusni napon –
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Primer različitih rezolucija

– 3-bitna rezolucija ima 8 naponska nivoa
– 16- bitna rezolucija ima 65536 naponska nivoa
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Let us examine how a sine wave would look if it is passed through ADCs with different resolutions.  We will compare a 3-bit ADC and a 16-bit ADC.  As we learned earlier a 3-bit ADC can represent 8 discrete voltage levels.  A 16-bit ADC can represent 65,536 discrete voltage levels.  As you can see the representation of our sine wave with 3-bit resolution looks more like a step function than a sine wave.  However, the 16-bit ADC gives us a clean looking sine wave.  One way to think of resolution is by considering your television screen.  The higher the resolution of the screen, the more pixels you have to show the picture, so you will get a better picture.  Another way to think resolution is by considering the amount of colors your computer monitor uses to display an image.  If you are only using 16 colors the picture is choppy and doesn’t look very good, but if you use 16-bit color the picture is smooth and looks great.  Keep in mind that resolution is a fixed quantity of an ADC, and it depends on the DAQ device that you use.  Your standard National Instruments DAQ device has either 12-bit or 16-bit resolution.



Opseg

• Opseg instrumenta je razlika maksimalne i minimalne vrednosti signala 
koje instrument registruje

• Akvizicioni sistemi mogu imati različite opsege
• 0 do +10 V
• -10 do+10 V

• Opseg uređaja se bira prema signalu koji se meri
• Manji opseg signala povećava preciznost merenja
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We just learned that the resolution of our ADC determines the number of discrete voltage levels we can represent, but how does the ADC know what voltage level to start at and finish at?  Well, ADCs also have a parameter called the range.  The range refers to the minimum and maximum analog voltage levels the ADC can digitize.  Unlike the resolution of the ADC, the range of the ADC is selectable.  Most DAQ devices offer a range from 0 - +10 or -10 to +10.  The range is chosen when you configure your device in NI-DAQ.  We will learn how to configure our DAQ device in software later in this chapter.  Keep in mind that the resolution of the ADC will be spread over whatever range you choose.  The larger the range, the more spread out your resolution will be, and you will get a worse representation of your signal.  Thus it is important to pick your range to properly fit your input signal.  As an example let us reconsider the colors we use to represent an image on our computer monitor.  As we said earlier a picture looks better when more colors are used to represent it.  Now let us examine the effect that changing the range would have on our picture.  Let us compare a picture with 16 color resolution in black and white to a picture with 16 color resolution in color.  Our black and white picture will be clearer because our resolution is only spread across two colors instead of all colors.  Next we will see this affect with our analog signal.   



Opseg
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• Dobro izabran 
opseg
– 3-bitna 

rezolucija, 8 
nivoa

• Loše izabran 
opseg
– 3-bitna 

rezolucija, 
samo 4 nivoa
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Choosing the proper range for a signal is very important to help maximize the resolution of our ADC.  To illustrate this, let us revisit our sine wave and our 3-bit ADC.  Due to poor resolution we are still not going to be able to represent our sine wave very well.  However, an improper choice of range can make our representation of the sine wave even worse. Our sine wave has a minimum value of 0 Volts and a maximum value of +10 Volts.  If we choose our range as 0 - +10 Volts we will have 8 different voltage levels we can represent.  If we were to improperly choose a range of -10 to +10 Volts we would now only have 4 voltage levels to represent our signal, because the other 4 levels would be used by the 0 to -10 Volt range.  Our smallest detectable voltage would change from 1.25 to 2.50 and we would get a worse representation of our sine wave.  As you can see improperly choosing the range will negatively impact the representation of your signal.  However, we do not always have a choice as to what range to pick.  For instance, if our sine wave actually went from -2 to +8 Volts, we could not choose 0 to +10 Volts as our range, because the signal does not fit within that range.  We would be forced to choose a range of -10 to + 10, even though it spreads out our resolution.



Pojačanje

• Signal se pojačava da bi najbolje pokrio dinamički 
opseg A/D konvertora

• Pojačanje može imati vrednost 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 
ili 100 za većinu akvizicionih uređaja

• Pojačanje se ne zadaje direktno
• Bira se na osnovu dinamike signala koji se meri, ko i opsega 

A/D konverora
• Dobro određeno pojačanje povećava preciznost 

merenog signala
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As we just learned, properly choosing the range of your ADC is one way to make sure you are maximizing the resolution of your ADC.  Another way to help your signal maximize the resolution of the ADC is by applying a gain.  Gain refers to any amplification or attenuation of a signal.  The gain is not applied by your ADC.  Instead the gain is applied by the instrumentation amplifier that proceeds the ADC on your DAQ device. The gain setting is a scaling factor. For example, possible gain settings for an E-Series device are 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100.  Each voltage level on your incoming signal is multiplied by the gain setting to achieve the amplified or attenuated signal. Unlike resolution that is a fixed setting of the ADC, and range that is chosen when the DAQ device is configured, the gain is specified indirectly.  Nowhere in NI-DAQ or in LabVIEW will you find a place to set the gain.  The gain is chosen indirectly through a setting called input limits.  Input limits refers to the minimum and maximum values of your actual analog input signal.  The input limits are specified in LabVIEW.  Based on the input limits you set, the largest possible gain is applied to your signal that will keep the signal within the chosen range of the ADC.  So instead of needing to calculate the best gain based on your signal and the chosen range, all you need to know is the minimum and maximum values of your signal.  If you don’t set the input limits of your signal a gain of 1 (no change) will be applied.



Pojačanje
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Različite vrednosti pojačanja 16-bitna rezolucija
(sinusni signak)

A = 2

| ||||

Signal
A = 1

• Opseg signala 0 do 5 V
• Izabrani opseg A/D konvertora 0 do10 V
• Pojačanje 2
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Applying a gain to an analog input signal is very similar to amplifying a your voice with a microphone.  If you tried speaking in a stadium for 100, 000 people without a microphone, very few of the 100,000 people will be able to hear your voice.  However, if you amplify your voice with a microphone you can maximize the number of people that can hear you.  In the same way a small signal will not be able to use the entire resolution of the ADC, unless a gain is applied to amplify the signal.  Let us take a look at how the gain setting affects an analog input signal.  Assume we have a sine wave with a range of 0 to +5 Volts and an ADC range of 0 to 10 Volts.  As you can see above if we applied a gain of 1 (no change) to our signal we would only be taking up half of the range, and thus using only half of our resolution.  However, if we apply a gain of 2 to our signal we now have a sine wave with a range of 0 to +10 Volts.  Now our signal fits exactly in our range and we will be maximizing the use of our resolution.  Now let us consider a sine wave with a range of 0 to +6 Volts with the same ADC range of 0 to +10 Volts.  We can no longer apply a gain of 2, because our sine wave would have a range of 0 to +12 Volts which exceeds our ADC range.  The only gain we can apply is a gain of 1.  It is also important to note that if we put a 0 to +5 Volt signal into our device, our graph in LabVIEW will show a 0 to +5 Volt signal regardless of the gain that is applied.  The gain setting is only used to maximize the use of the ADC resolution.  It will not affect your measurement.



• Razlučivost (Code Width) je najmanja promena signala 
(fizičke veličine) koju sistem može da detektuje (određena 
je rezolucijom, opsegom i pojačanjem)

• Manja razlučivost podrazumeva veću preciznost sistema

∆ =
O

A* 2r

Razlučivost
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Now that we have learned about resolution, range, and gain we can use them to help calculate a property called the code width.  Code width is the smallest change in your signal that your system can detect.  The formula for the code width is shown above.  As you can see the code width is a property of the resolution, range, and gain.  The smaller our code width is the better we can represent our signal.  The formula confirms what we have already learned in our discussion of resolution, range, and gain: Larger resolution = smaller code width = better representation of the signal Larger gain = smaller code width = better representation of the signal Larger range = larger code width = worse representation of the signalAn example is shown above.  Being able to calculate the code width is important in selecting a DAQ device.  If you have a signal with a range from 0 to +10 Volts and you need to measure that signal with a precision of 2mV do you need to purchase a DAQ device with a 12-bit ADC or a 16-bit ADC?  The next exercise will address just such a question.



Povezivanje mase

• Ispravno povezivanje mase je uslov dobrog postupka 
merenja

• Masa sistema čiji se signali mere određuje način 
povezivanja mase akvizicionog sistema.

• Neophodni koraci pri povezivanju mase:
• Odrediti kako je izvor signala uzemljen
• Izabrati odgovarajuće povezivanje mase 

SistemIzvor VS

-

+

VM
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Previously, we have learned about transducers, the signals they produce, conditioning those signals, the components of a DAQ device, and considerations to help us optimize the representation of our signal.  We are now ready to discuss connecting the signal to our DAQ device.  In order to get correct measurements it is very important to properly ground your system.  The two components that we are concerned with are the signal source and our measurement system.  The term measurement system is used because our system could include signal conditioning hardware as well as a DAQ device.  However, for the remainder of our discussion on grounding we will assume that our measurement system only consists of a DAQ device.  First we must determine how our signal source is grounded.  Then based on how the signal source is grounded we can choose a grounding mode for our measurement system.  Throughout our discussion of grounding, Vs will refer to the voltage level of our signal source, and Vm will refer to the voltage measured by our DAQ device.  



Izvori signala

Uzemljeno

+

_
Vs

Neuzemljeno

+

_
Vs

Izvor signala
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Our signal source can be placed in one of two categories: Grounded FloatingIt is very important to properly categorize your signal source, because how your signal source is grounded will affect how you ground your measurement system.  Next we will discuss each grounding category, and give examples of signal sources that fall into each category.



Uzemljen izvor signala

• Signal je određen u 
odnosu na masu izvora

• uzemljenje
• referentna masa

• Primeri:
• Izvori napajanja
• Signal generatori
• Svi instrumenti koji su 

priključeni na električnu 
mrežu

Uzemljen

Izvor signala

+

_
Vs
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A grounded signal source is one in which the voltage signals are referenced to a system ground, such as earth or building ground.  Note that the negative terminal of the signal source shown above is referenced to ground.  The most common examples of grounded signal sources are devices, such as power supplies and signal generators, that plug into the building ground through a wall outlet.Note: The grounds of two independently grounded signal sources generally will not be at the same potential.  The difference in ground potential between two instruments connected to the same building ground system is typically 10mV to 200mV.  The difference can be higher if power distribution circuits are not properly connected.



Neuzemljen  izvor signala

Neuzemljen
• Signal nije referenciran 

u odnosu na masu 
izvora

• Promeri:
• Baterija
• Termopar
• Transformator
• Optokapler

Izvor signala

+

_
Vs
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A floating signal source is one in which the voltage signal is NOT referenced to a system ground, such as earth or building ground.  Note that neither the positive or the negative terminal are referenced to ground.  Common examples of floating signal sources are batteries, thermocouples, transformers, and isolation amplifiers.



Merni sistem

• Koriste se tri načina 
povezivanja mase

• Diferencijalno
• sa jednim priključkom sa 

referentnom tačkom 
(RSE)

• sa jednim priključkom 
bez referentne 
tačke(NRSE)

• Način povezivanja 
zavisi od izvora signala

Merni sistem
-

+
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Now that we have learned how to categorize our signal as grounded or floating, we must learn about the three modes of grounding for our measurement system: Differential, Referenced-Single Ended (RSE), and Non-Referenced Single-Ended (NRSE).  Next we will discuss how the three different modes ground our instrumentation amplifier.



VM

ACH (n)

ACH (n + 8)

+

_

Instrumentacioni
pojačavač

+

_

VS

+

_

AISENSE

AIGND

Merni sistem

Diferencijalno povezivanje

• Diferencijalno
• Dva fizička kanala za jedan signal

• ACH 0 je uparen sa ACH 8, ACH 1 sa ACH 9, itd.
• Dobro potiskivanje srednje vrednosti, CMRR i SNR
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In a differential measurement system neither input to the instrumentation amplifier is referenced to a system ground.  As you can see in the picture above, the AIGND pin, and our amplifier itself are referenced to system ground, but neither of our input terminals references ground in any way.  Also note that when we are in differential mode we are using two analog input channels for one signal, thereby cutting our channel count in half.  So, a 16 channel DAQ device becomes an 8 channel DAQ device when it is in differential mode.  The pairing of the analog input channels holds with the following rules: Positive Terminal - ACH(n) Negative Terminal - ACH(n+8)If I wanted to measure a signal on analog input channel 5, I would connect the positive terminal of my signal to ACH5 and the negative terminal of my signal to ACH 13.  The pairing of channels is shown in the picture above.So if putting my DAQ device in differential mode cuts my channel count in half, why would I ever want to use differential mode?Placing your measurement system in differential mode will give you better measurements, because it allows the amplifier to reject common-mode voltage and any common-mode noise that is present in your signal.  Common-mode voltage is any voltage present at the instrumentation amplifier inputs with respect to the amplifier ground.



VM

ACH (n)

ACH (n + 8)

+

_

Instrumentacioni
pojačavač

+

_

VS

+

AISENSE

AIGND_

Sa jednim priključkom sa referentnom tačkom

• Sa jednim priključkom sa referentnom tačkom (RSE)
• Signal se meri u odnosu na referentnu tačku masu sistema
• Jedan kanal za jedan signal
• Mali CMRR

Merni sistem
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A Referenced Single-Ended measurement system references its measurements to system ground.  As you can see above the negative terminal of your signal source is connected to AIGND, which in turn is connected to the system ground.  Since we are using AIGND for the negative terminal of our signal, we only need to use one analog input channel per signal.  So, a 16 channel DAQ device in RSE remains a 16 channel DAQ device. If I wanted to measure a signal on analog input channel 10, I would connect the positive terminal of my signal to ACH10 and the negative terminal of my signal to AIGND.  As you can see on the picture of the pinout, multiple AIGND pins are provided to prevent the overlapping of input wires that can cause interference between signals.  While RSE mode does maintain the channel count of your DAQ device, it does not reject common-mode voltages.  Too much common-mode voltage can cause measurement errors and may damage your device.



VM

ACH (n)

ACH (n + 8)

+

_

Instrumentation
Amplifier

+

_

VS

+

_ AISENSE

AIGND

Sa jednim priključkom bez referentne tačke

• Sa jednim priključkom bez referentne tačke (NRSE)
• Verzija RSE
• Jedan fizički kanal za jedan signal
• Signali se mere u odnosu na tačku AISENSE, ne masu
• AISENSE je „plivajuća“ tačka
• Mali CMRR
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National Instruments DAQ Devices offer a variant on RSE mode called Non-Referenced Single-Ended (NRSE) mode.  In NRSE mode, all measurements are still made with respect to a common reference as in RSE mode, but unlike RSE mode the voltage of this reference can vary with respect to system ground.  As you can see above, the negative terminal of your signal is connected to the AISENSE pin, and AISENSE is not referenced to ground at all.  Therefore the voltage of AISENSE is floating.  As you can see in the pinout above, the board has only one AISENSE pin for connecting your signal source, because we need to make sure each signal uses the same reference.  Similar to RSE mode, NRSE mode maintains the channel count of the DAQ device, and does not reject common-mode voltages.  So when would I want to use RSE versus NRSE?  That question will be answered in the following pages as we discuss how to choose a grounding mode for our measurement system based on how our signal source is grounded.    



Izvor signala

Diferencijalni RSE NRSE

Merni sistem

Uzemljen

+

_Vs

Neuzemljen

+
_Vs

Diferencijalni RSE NRSE

Merni sistem
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Izbor konfiguracije
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We have separately discussed how our signal source is grounded, as well as how we can ground our measurement system.  Now it is time to put both pieces together.  Based on how our signal source is grounded we will learn how to choose the proper measurement system grounding mode.



RSE

NRSE

Diferencijalno

Najbolji
+ Veliki CMRR
- Manji broj kanala (polovina)

Ne preporučuje se
- Razlika napona (Vg) između 

mase izvora i mase instrumenta 
može da ošteti instrument

Dobar
+ Svi kanali dostupni
- Mali CMRR

Opcije povezivanja za uzemljen izvor signala
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Assume you have a grounded signal.  What grounding mode should you choose for your measurement system?  We will go through each measurement mode, discuss the benefits and drawbacks of each mode, and draw conclusions as to which mode is the best for a grounded signal source.DifferentialDifferential mode will cut the channel count of your DAQ device in half, however differential mode offers better measurements because it allows the instrumentation amplifier to reject common-mode voltage and any common-mode noise that is present in the signal.Reference Single-Ended (RSE)RSE mode is NOT RECOMMENDED for use with a grounded signal source.  As was mentioned earlier during our discussion of grounded signal sources, the grounds of two independently grounded signal sources generally will not be at the same potential.  Both our signal source and our measurement system are grounded.  The difference in potential between the signal source ground and the measurement system ground is called a ground loop.  Any time you can draw a line on your circuit diagram directly from one ground in your system to another ground, you have a ground loop.  A ground loop may result in erroneous measurements.  A ground loop introduces both AC and DC noise to the measurement in the form of a power-line frequency component (60Hz AC), and offset errors (DC).



RSE

NRSE

Diferencijalo

Najbolji
+ Veliki CMRR
- Manji broj kanala (polovina)
- Neophodni otpornici za polarizaciju

Bolji
+ Svi kanali dostupni
+ Otpornici nisu potrebni
- Mali CMRR

Dobar
+ Svi kanali dostupni
- Neophodni otpornici za polarizaciju
- Mali CMRR

Opcije povezivanja za neuzemljen izvor signala
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Now, assume you have a floating signal.  What grounding mode should you choose for your measurement system?  We will go through each measurement mode, discuss the benefits and drawbacks of each mode, and draw conclusions as to which mode is the best for a floating signal source.DifferentialDifferential mode will cut the channel count of your DAQ device in half, however differential mode offers better measurements because it allows the instrumentation amplifier to reject common-mode voltage and any common-mode noise that is present in the signal.  You will also need to use bias resistors to provide a path to ground for any bias current in the instrumentation amplifier.Reference Single-Ended (RSE)RSE mode will maintain the channel count of your DAQ device, and bias resistors are not needed, because a path to ground is provided by the measurement system.  However, RSE mode does not reject common-mode voltages.Non-Reference Single Ended (NRSE)NRSE mode will maintain the channel count of your DAQ device.  However, bias resistors are necessary to provide a path to ground for any bias current in the instrumentation amplifier.  Also, NRSE mode will not reject common-mode voltages.  



Semplovanje signala

• Analogni signal je 
kontinualan

• Semplovan signal je niz 
diskretnih vrednosti 
dobijenih u određenim 
vremenskim intervalima.

• Što je frekvencija 
semplovanja veća, 
semplovani signal bolje 
aproksimira realni.

• Ukoliko je frekvencija 
semplovanja mala, 
pojavljuje se aliasing.

Fizički signal

Semplovan signal
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When we are acquiring an analog signal we are taking signal that is continuous with respect to time (infinite amount of points), and converting it into a series of discrete samples (finite amount of points).  The samples are taken at a rate referred to as the sampling rate.  We will learn how to set the sampling rate in software later.  The faster we sample, the more points we will acquire, and therefore the better our representation of the signal will be.  If we don’t sample fast enough we will experience a problem known as aliasing.  We will learn about aliasing next.



Aliasing

Ispravno 
semplovan 

signal

Signal sa 
aliasingom
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Aliasing refers to a misrepresentation of our signal frequency due to undersampling of the signal.  Examine the diagram above.  The signal we are trying to measure is a sine wave.  If we adequately sample our sine wave we will get the correct frequency.  However if we undersample the signal we will get the incorrect frequency.  As you can see the adequately sampled signal goes through three cycles in the same time that our aliased signal goes through one cycle.  The undersampled signal is often simply referred to as an alias.  Next we will discuss a rule called the Nyquist Theorem that will help us to avoid aliasing our signal.



Nyquist-ova teorema

• Nyquist-ova teorema:

Frekvencija semplovanja mora biti dva puta veća od maksimalne 
frekvencije u spektru signala koji se sempluje.

• U praksi se koristi frekvencija semplovanja 5 - 10 puta veća od 
maksimalne frekvencije u spektru signala – oversampling
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The Nyquist Theorem is a rule we can follow to prevent aliasing our signal.  The Nyquist Theorem states that you must sample at greater than 2 times the maximum frequency component of your signal to accurately represent the frequency of the signal.  Notice that the Nyquist Theorem only deals with accurately representing the frequency of the signal.  It doesn’t mention anything about properly representing the shape of our signal.  In order to properly represent the shape of your signal you must sample between 5 - 10 times greater than the maximum frequency component of your signal.  Next we will illustrate the Nyquist Theorem with various examples.



Primer semplovanja

Aliasing

Adekvatno 
semplovan na 
Nyquist-ovoj 
frekvenciji

Adekvatno 
semplovan -
oversampling

100Hz sinusni signal Semlovan na 100Hz

100Hz sinusni signal

100Hz sinusni signal

Semlovan na 200Hz

Semlovan na 1kHz
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Assume you are measuring a 100Hz sine wave.  First we will try sampling our signal at exactly 100Hz.  Keep in mind that the signals shown above are theoretical approximations.  It is often very difficult for both the signal and ths sampling rate to be at exactly the same frequency.  According to the Nyquist Theorem this is not fast enough to correctly represent the frequency of our signal.  If our signal frequency is exactly 100Hz and we are measuring at exactly 100Hz we will get a straight line.  So we are obviously not correctly representing either the shape or the frequency of our signal.  Therefore the Nyquist Theorem and our guideline for shape both hold true.  Keep in mind that the signals shown above are theoretical approximations.  It is often very difficult for both the signal and the sampling rate to be at exactly the same frequency.  Now let us sample our signal at 200Hz.  Note that this is exactly twice the frequency of our signal, so according to the Nyquist Theorem this is just fast enough to correctly represent the frequency of our signal.  However, it is not fast enough to correctly represent the shape of our signal.  If our signal is exactly 100Hz and if we sample at exactly 200Hz we will get the triangle wave shown above.  Notice that the 100Hz sine wave and the triangle wave have different shapes, but the same frequency.  So the Nyquist Theorem and our guideline for shape still hold true.  Finally, we will sample our signal at 1kHz.  Since we are sampling at 10 times our frequency, we should be able to accurately represent both the frequency and shape of our signal.  As you would expect, our sampled signal does look like a sine wave, and it has the same frequency as our measured signal.  So the Nyquist Theorem and our guideline for representing the shape of our signal both hold true.       



Pregled

• Signali mogu biti analogni i digitalni (diskretni)
• Komponenta koja pretvara fizički signal u električni 

naziva se senzor
• Kondicioniranje signala prilagođava signal osobinama 

akvizicionog sistema – pojačanje i filtriranje
• Hardver za akviziciju podataka omogućuje realizaciju 

sistema za merenje i automatizaciju merenja baziranu 
na personalnom računaru

• Opseg, rezolucija, razlučivost su osobine akvizicionog 
sistema
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Pregled

• Povezivanje izvora i instrumenta može biti 
diferencijalno, sa jednim priključkom sa referentnom 
tačkom (RSE) i sa jednim priključkom bez referentne 
tačke(NRSE)

• Semplovan signal je niz diskretnih vrednosti dobijenih 
u određenim vremenskim intervalima

• Nyquist-ova teorema: frekvencija semplovanja mora 
biti dva puta veća od maksimalne frekvencije u spektru 
signala koji se sempluje.
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